
   
AP Microeconomics 
Audit Syllabus 
 
Course Description:   
 
Micro Economics is a one semester (18 week) study of how individuals, firms, and organizational structures make economic decisions.  Demand and supply analysis 
will be developed to demonstrate how market prices are determined; how they determine an economy's allocative mix of goods and services and factors of production; 
and how goods and services are distributed throughout the economy.  We will evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of economic decision-makers by employing 
concepts of efficiency and equity.  We also analyze and evaluate the effects of government intervention.  Throughout the course, learning emphasis is placed on 
reasoned, logical argument.  The primary textbook for the course is the fourth edition of N. Gregory Mankiw, Principles of Economics. 
 
 
Course Objectives: 
 

• Students will acquire an understanding of the basic economic concepts of microeconomics. 
 

• Students will learn and master an economic way of thinking, meaning they will learn to think like economists when presented with problems. 
 

• Students will learn to express themselves with both written text answers and through a variety of graphical models. 
 

• Students will appreciate the general development of modern economic theory. 
 

• Students will see the basic connections between economics and calculus (if students have the appropriate math skills) 
 

• Students will become familiar with the basic language of business and be able to read and understand the business press and the basic measurements of 
economic performance.  

 
• Students will be well prepared to continue their economics education at the college level. 

 
 
Course Textbooks and Readings: 
 
Anderson, David, Princeton Review: Macro and Microeconomics 
 
Gwartney, James D; Stroup, Richard L; Sobel, Russel; and Macpherson, David A.    Economics:  Private and Public Choice.  (11th Edition).  Thomson,   
     Southwestern, 2006.    ISBN:  0-324-20564-3.  



 

Heilbroner, Robert L.  The Worldly Philosophers: The Lives, Times, and Ideas of the Great Economic Thinkers.  Rev. 7th ed.  New York: Simon and Schuster, 1999. 
 
Mankiw, N. Gregory, Principles of Economics, fourth edition, Harvard University: Thompson Higher Education, 2007. 
 
Morton, John S. and Goodman, Rae Jean B.    Advanced Placement Economics.  (3rd Edition).  National Council on Economic Education, 2003.  ISBN:  1-56183-566-8 
 
Instructional Materials: 
 

Students will have regular current events assignments. They will make reading the newspaper, especially the business section and news magazines part of their 
regular routine. They will find articles in newspapers such as the Washington Post, Baltimore Sun  or  The Wall Street Journal. They will also keep updated by 
reading a variety of periodicals such as Business Week, Fortune, Time, Newsweek, U.S. News and World Report or The Economist.  They may also keep abreast 
of current events by reading postings on the internet on sites dedicated to business or economic purposes such as CNN, Money or watching business-related 
programs on channels such as CNN, MSNBC, FOX News, or CNBC. 

 
Simulations from the National Council on Economic Education publications. 
 
Market Game: Economics for Educators (Lesson 5) 
 
Hodgin, Robert F. Economics for Educators. Houston: Texas Council on Economic Education, 2004. 
 
Lopus, Jane S., and Amy M. Willis, Economics in Action: 14 Greatest Hits for Teaching High School Economics. New York: National Council on Economic Education, 

2003. 
 
Lopus, Jane S., et.al. Capstone: The Essential Economics Resource. New York: National Council on Economic Education, 2003. 
 
Morton, John S., and Rae Jean B. Goodman, Advanced Placement Economics. 3rd ed. New York: National Council on Economic Education, 2003. 
 
Wheelan, Charles, Naked Economics: Undressing the Dismal Science, New York: W.W. Norton, 2002. 
 
Additional materials 
 
Alan Greenspan: The Man Behind the Money, A&E Biography, N.p., n.d. Video. Fifty minutes. New York: A&E Television Networks, 199. 
 
Anderson, David A., and James C. Chasey, Favorite Ways to Learn Economics.  Mason, Ohio: Thomson South-Wester, 2002. 
 
Commanding Heights: The Battle for the World Economy. Updated and rev. ed. Produced by WGBH. New York: Simon and Schuster, 2002. Video series. 
 
Economics U$A. Produced by Educational Film Center. Updated ed. N.p., 2002 Video series. 
 

 



 

The Center for Learning: Advanced Placement Economics 
 
USC Calis, Center for Active Learning in International Studies 
 
 
 
Web Sites: 
 
AP Central – http://apcentral.collegeboard.com 
 This College Board site includes free- response questions and answers and sample multiple-choice questions from past AP Exams, and an electronic discussion 

group for AP Economics teachers. 
 
National Council on Economics Education – www.ncee.net 
 This site has some of the best economics materials, lessons, workshop resources.  Membership forms for the Global Association of Teachers of Economics 

(GATE) are also available here. 
 
Principles of Economics, 2e:  Learning Resources page for Microeconomics –  
 www.swcollege.com/econ/mankiw/student/microindex.html 
 This text’s Web site includes practice multiple-choice quizzes and PowerPoint presentations. 
 
Refdesk.com – www.refdesk.com 
 This is an extensive reference resource. 
 
Resources for Economics on the Internet – www.rfe.org 
 Sponsored by the American Economic Association, this site lists more than 2,000 resources. 
 
Bureau of Labor Statistics  www.bls.gov 
  
Bureau of Economic Analysis  www.bea.gov 
 
New York Times on the Web  www.nytimes.com 
 
Business Week Online  www.businessweek.com 
 
Wall Street Journal Online  online.wsj.com/public/us 
 
 
 
 

 

http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/
http://www.ncee.net/
http://www.swcollege.com/econ/mankiw/student/microindex.html
http://www.refdesk.com/
http://www.bls.gov/
http://www.bea.gov/
http://www.nytimes.com/
http://www.businessweek.com/


 

Class Requirements 
 
Students will create and maintain an A.P. Economics notebook. The notebook will be of a loose-leaf type and contain the following sections: lecture notes, reading 

journal, class activities, sources, and test preparation material. 
 
Students will maintain a reading journal of their assignments. This journal will contain the homework assignments to be turned in as requested and after review by the 

instructor and returned to the students. This will be approximately 10% of the student’s grade. 
 
There will be a quarter exam. The examination format will vary, but as a general rule, students may expect both multiple choice and essay questions. Every Friday there 

will be a vocabulary quiz. Unit tests will be given. The vocabulary quizzes, unit tests and the quarter exam will make up 40% of the final course grade. 
 
Students will also submit written responses/evaluations of primary and secondary sources including, but not limited to book and article reviews. These analytic writing 

assignments will make up 30% of the final course grade. 
 
Students will take part in class discussions, projects and written assignments, including chapter outlines, Socratic seminars, notebook grades, essays and DBQs. These 

assignments will make up 20% of the final course grade. 
 
Students in Advanced Placement classes are expected to attend classes regularly, on time, with their materials and ready to work. All students are encouraged to express 

their opinions and thoughts on any topic under discussion. All students and the teacher will be treated with dignity and respect. Disagreement is expected and 
encouraged, as long as that disagreement is conducted in an atmosphere of mutual respect. 

 
Late assignments will not be accepted. All assignments will be graciously accepted until 3:30 pm on the day they are due. Students may put them in the faculty mail box 

if they are unable to complete them before I leave school. All examinations and quizzes must be taken on the announced date unless special arrangements are made 
in advance. 

 
All students enrolled in AP Microeconomics are encouraged to take the Advanced Placement A.P. microeconomics examination. The AP exams are in May. 
 
Chapter outlines will be due on Tuesdays. Written assignments will be due on Thursdays. Test make-ups will be the day the student returns to school from an excused 

absence. There will be no make-ups for cuts. Students must take the missed exam after school. Plagiarism will not be tolerated. 
 
Tests, Free Response, and DBQs 
 
All tests, Free Response questions and DBQs are released from the College Board. The rubrics uses are those released from the College Board and will be used to grade 

student essays. Student essays from passed exams will be used as examples for students to review and score. This helps students grade their own essays and also 
helps them understand exactly what the College Board is looking for in a student essay. 

 
There will be a 10-question vocabulary quiz every Friday. 
 
 

 



 

Review Sessions: 
 
Review sessions, study sessions, and movie nights conducted outside class time are for the students’ benefit. This is not required. Specific topics, times, and dates will 

be announced well in advance of the event. No new test material will be given out during the review. 
 
Grading Policies: 
 
Grades will be calculated on a 4.0 scale, using the requirements outline above. Grades for objective work will be determined using standard deviation. Written work will 

be evaluated on the clarity of the thesis, quality of the supporting details, and strength of the analytic arguments presented, using specific nine-point AP rubrics.  
 
 
 
 

AP Outline/Skill Development Specific Teacher/ Learner Tasks Readings/Problems/Assignments  
I. Basic economic concepts (8-14%) 
 A. Scarcity, choice and opportunity 
cost 
 B. Production possibilities curve 
 C. Comparative advantage, 
specialization, and trade 
 D. Economic systems 
 E. Marginal analysis 

Mathematical/Graphical Skills 
• Graph a production possibility model 
• Explain the shapes of the production 

possibilities curves. 
• Explain how the production possibilities model 

shows scarcity, choice, and cost. 
• Interpret selected points on the production 

possibilities model. 
• Explain and show economic growth on the 

production possibility models 
• Explain and show the affects of trade on a 

production possibility model. 
• Calculate opportunity cost 
• Calculate terms of trade and gains from trade 

 

1. Use the production possibilities frontier to 
illustrate the economic problem. 

• Topic: Production possibilities 
frontier 

• Scarcity, choice, cost 
• Free lunches vs. trade offs 

2. Calculate opportunity cost. 

 Topic: Opportunity cost 
• Increasing vs. constant cost 

3. Define efficiency and describe an efficient use 
of resources. 

 Topic: Efficiency 
• Technical or productive efficiency 
• Allocative efficiency 

4. Explain how people gain from specialization 
and trade. 

 Topic: Specialization 

Read.  Mankiw, Principles of Economics: 
• Chapter 1 
• Chapter 2 
• Chapter 3 

 
Essential Questions 
 
1.  What are the economic goals of any society? 
2.  How does a production possibilities model 
illustrate the economic problem of scarcity, choice, 
and cost? 
3.  What are the guideposts to economic thinking? 
4.  Why do people trade? 
 
Sample Activities 

• Morton, Unit I 
 
 
Sample AP Economics Test Question 
 
• 2003 Interpret PP on two countries; 

determine absolute/comparative 
advantage and terms of trade; determine 
exports/imports and explain benefits of 
trade. 

 



 

AP Outline/Skill Development Specific Teacher/ Learner Tasks Readings/Problems/Assignments  
Chief Reader Formative Signals:   
 

1. solve comparative advantage 
problems using inputs constant 
with outputs varying AND with 
outputs constant and inputs 
varying. 

2. understand and calculate terms of 
trade 

3. apply the concepts of marginal 
analysis --  ‘thinking like an 
economist’  

4. apply production possibilities 
concepts to long run growth 
models 

 

• Absolute vs. comparative advantage 
• Gains from trade 

5. Explain how technological change and 
increases in capital and human capital expand 
production possibilities. 

 Topic: Economic growth and the pff 

 
 

 

 



 

 

AP Outline/Skill Development Specific Teacher/ Learner Tasks Readings/Problems/Assignments  
II. The nature and functions of product 
markets (55-65%) 
A. Supply and demand (15-20%) 

1. Market equilibrium 
2. Determinants of supply and demand 
3. Price and quantity controls 
4. Elasticity 

a. Price, income, and cross-
price elasticity of demand 

b. Price elasticity of supply 
5. Consumer surplus, producer surplus, 

and market efficiency 
6. Tax incidence and deadweight loss 

B.  Theory of consumer choice (5-10%) 
a. Total utility and marginal utility 
b. Utility maximization:  equalizing 

marginal utility per dollar 

Mathematical/Graphical Skills 
• Graph demand and supply showing 

equilibrium price and quantities 
• Given novel changes in demand and /or 

supply, graph the changes and show the 
changes in equilibrium price and quantities. 

• Graph effects of a price ceiling and price floor 
• Graphically illustrate changes in demand and 

supply with those of changes in quantity 
demanded and quantity supplied. 

• Calculate shortages/surpluses form novel 
data 

• Calculate price, income, and cross elasticity 
given novel data and interpret mathematical 
relationships and elasticity 

• Graph and differentiate an inelastic from 
elastic demand curve and the affects on total 
revenues 

• Given various elasticity of demand and a 
change in supply, graph and explain the 
effects on price and quantity 

1. Distinguish between quantity demanded and 
demand and explain what determines 
demand. 

• Law of demand 
•  Changes in demand 
• Normal vs. inferior goods 

2. Distinguish between quantity supplied and 
supply and explain what determines supply. 

• Topic: Law of supply 
• Changes in supply 

3. Explain how demand and supply determine 
price and quantity in a market and explain the 
effects of changes in demand and supply. 

• Topic: Law of market forces 
• Laws of supply and demand 
• Shortages vs. surpluses 
• Effects of changes in supply/demand 

4. Define, explain the factors that influence, and 
calculate the price elasticity of demand. 

• Topic: Price elasticity of demand 
• Midpoint formulas 
• Elastic vs. inelastic vs. unitary 
• Elasticity and total revenues 

5. Define, explain the factors that influence, and 
calculate the price elasticity of supply. 

• Topic: Price elasticity of supply 
• Elastic vs. inelastic supply 

Read:  Mankiw, Principles of Economics: 

• Chapter 4  

• Chapter 5  

• Chapter 6 

• Chapter 7 
Sample Activities 

• Morton, Unit II 

 
Essential Questions: 
 
1. What factors affect quantity demanded 

(Demand)? 
2. What factors affect quantity supplied 

(Supply)? 
3. Why is equilibrium important in a market 

economy? 
4. How do government price ceilings, supports, 

and taxation affect equilibrium price and 
quantity? 

5. What is the price elasticity of demand and 
what factors determine elasticity? 

6. How is total revenue related to the price 
elasticity of demand? 

7. What is income elasticity? What are normal 
goods?  What are inferior goods? 

8. What is the price elasticity of supply? 
9. What is marginal utility and how does in 

determine what consumers will buy? 
10. What does the equi-marginal principle predict 

about consumer choice? 
11. Do all consumers receive a consumer surplus 

when they purchase a product? 
 
Sample AP Economics Test Question 

 



 

AP Outline/Skill Development Specific Teacher/ Learner Tasks Readings/Problems/Assignments  
• Graph and illustrate the tax burden given an 

elastic and inelastic demand curve. 
• Explain why the Mu/Pa at one point on the 

demand curve is higher/lower than another. 
• Explain and illustrate consumer surplus 
• Calculate MU data from total utility data 
• Determine consumer equilibrium from novel 

price, income and MU data 
 
Chief Reader Formative Signals:   
 

1. distinguish between elastic and 
inelastic demand and supply 

2. know how to impose an effective price 
ceiling and how to interpret graphs 
with ceilings/floors 

3. apply elasticity concepts to macro 
economic policies (investment and 
money demand); the effects of fiscal 
and monetary policy given various 
elasticity 

4. understand difference between supply 
and quantity supplied  

5. explain relationship between price and 
total revenues 

6. understand consumer surplus 
7. apply utility maximizing rule or explain 

the marginal utility per dollar rule 

 

6. Define and explain the factors that influence the 
cross elasticity of demand and the income 
elasticity of demand. 

• Topic: Cross elasticity of demand 
• Formula to compute 
• Substitutes (+) 
• Complements (-) 
• Income elasticity & normal vs. inferior 

goods 

7. Explain how  ceilings create a shortage, and 
inefficiency 

• Topic: Price ceiling 

8. Explain how the minimum wage creates 
unemployment, inefficiency, and unfairness. 

• Topic: Price floor 

9. Explain how production quotas create 
inefficiency and unfairness. 

• Topic: Production quota* 

10. Distinguish between value and price and 
define consumer surplus. 

• Topic: Marginal benefit 

11. Distinguish between cost and price and define 
producer surplus. 

• Topic: Cost versus price 

12. Describe the effects of sales taxes and excise 
taxes, determine who pays these taxes, and 
explain why taxes create inefficiencies, 

 
• 1996,  supply and demand analysis of 

tickets with inelastic supply curve and 
effects of a price ceiling on markets 

• 2005B, explains effects of government 
subsidies on a specific good; explains 
how the price changes of good effects 
changes in a complements and the 
effects on total revenues given price 
elasticity.  

 

 

 



 

AP Outline/Skill Development Specific Teacher/ Learner Tasks Readings/Problems/Assignments  
(deadweight loss) 

• Topic: Tax incidence 

13.  Explain marginal utility theory and use it to 
derive a consumer’s demand curve. 

• Topic: Utility 

 
 

 



 

 

AP Outline/Skill Development Specific Teacher/ Learner Tasks Readings/Problems/Assignments  
C. Production and costs (10-15%) 
 

1. Production functions:  short and long-run 
2. Marginal product and diminishing returns 
3. Short run costs 
4. Long run costs and economies of scale 
5. Cost minimizing input combination 

D. Firm Behavior and Market Structure (25-
35%) 

1. Profit: 
a. Accounting versus economic profits 
b. Normal profit 
c. Profit maximization:  MR=MC rule 

Mathematical/Graphical Skills 
• Graph total, marginal and average 

output 
• Show point of diminishing returns on 

graph of production function 
• Graph cost: total, variable, fixed. 
• Graph cost:  average total, average 

variable, average fix, and marginal 
• Identify points of diminishing returns 

on cost graphs 
• Graph and explain short run and 

long run average cost curves. 
• Given changes in variable, and fixed 

cost, illustrate changes on a short 
run cost curves. 

• Show how a short run supply curve 
is derived from marginal cost curves. 

• Calculate MP, TC, TFC, TVC, AFC, 
AVC, ATC, and MC 

• Interpret relationships between and 
among cost curves. 

 
Chief Reader Formative Signals:  

1.  Explain how economists measure a firm’s cost 
of production and profit. 

• Topic: Firm’s goal 
• Accounting cost 
• Economic cost 
• Implicit cost 
• Explicit cost 

2.  Explain the relationship between a firm’s output 
and labor employed in the short run. 

• Topic: Short run 
• Long run 
• Total product 
• Marginal product 
• Average product 
• Increasing marginal returns 
• Decreasing marginal returns 
• MP and AP relationships 

3.  Explain the relationship between a firm’s output 
and costs in the short run. 

• Total cost 
• Fixed cost 
• Variable cost 
• Marginal costs 
• ATC, AFC, AVC 
• MC and MP relationships 
• SR cost curve relationships 

 

Read:   Mankiw, Principles of Economics: 
 

• Chapter 13 
• Chapter 14 
• Chapter 18 

 
Essential Questions: 
 
1. Why are economic profits a better basis for 

decision making than accounting profits? 
2. How does the short run differ from the long 

run? 
3. What is the law of diminishing returns and 

what does it imply about production and cost 
in the short run? 

4. What are the relationships among AFC, ATC, 
AVC and MC? 

5. What differentiates short run cost from long 
run cost? 

 

Sample Activities 
• Morton, Unit III 

 

Sample AP Economics Test Question 
 
• 1998, explains relationship between AP 

and MP given data; describes 
relationship between cost and 
production; identifies law of diminishing 
marginal returns 

• 2005B ,from a graph identifies ATC, 
AVC, MC and can deduce fixed cost; 
explains effects of specialization and 
then diminishing returns as it relates to 
MC;  explains why AFC declines as 
output decreases; and can derive points 
on s short run supply curve from the MC 

 



 

AP Outline/Skill Development Specific Teacher/ Learner Tasks Readings/Problems/Assignments  
 

1. understand when firms are operating 
efficiently 

2. compare and contrast efficiencies of 
monopoly and competitive firms. 

3. know and distinguish between 
allocative efficiency (p=mc) and 
technological (productive) efficiency 
(p=min ATC) 

4. differentiate  between short run and 
long run equilibrium in competitive 
model (LR = p=min ATC) 

5. illustrate firm and industry by using 
side-by-side graphs 

6. illustrate areas of losses/profits 
7. distinguish between competitive input 

market (elastic labor supply) with 
competitive output market (elastic 
demand curve) 

 

4.  Derive and explain a firm’s long-run average 
cost curve. 

• Topic: Economies of scale 
• Diseconomies of scale 
• Long run average cost curves 

 

curve 
 

 

 



 

 

AP Outline Specific Learning Tasks Sample Problems  
2.  Perfect competition 

a. Profit maximization 
b. Short-run supply and shutdown 

decision 
c. Firm and market behaviors in short-

run and long run equilibrium 
d. Efficiency and perfect competition 

 

Mathematical/Graphical Skills 
Graphically differentiate between the demand in a 

competitive industry (market) from a 
competitive firm. 

Graphically illustrate  an individual firm’s short run 
profit maximization price and output; 
short run minimization of losses; and shut 
down 

Graph a perfectly competitive firm in long run 
equilibrium. 

Illustrate how a short run supply curve is derived 
from individual firms. 

Illustrate a long run adjustment given an 
increase/decrease in demand for a 
product. 

Use side by side graphs of firm vs. industry in a 
competitive market. 

Show how changes in supply and demand affects 
competitive firm in the short run and long 
run. 

 
Chief Reader Formative Signals:  
 

1. know and distinguish between 
allocative efficiency (p=mc) and 
technological (productive) efficiency 
(p=min ATC) 

2. differentiate  between short run and 
long run equilibrium in competitive 
model (LR = p=min ATC) 

3. illustrate firm and industry by using 

1. Explain a perfectly competitive firm’s profit-
maximizing choices and derive its supply 
curve. 

• Definition 

• Firm's goal 

• Price-taking, elastic demand; 
marginal revenue 

• Profit maximization 

2. Explain how output, price, and profit are 
determined in the short run 

• Market supply 

• Short run equilibrium 

• Economic profit; zero profit; 
minimizing losses 

3.  Explain how output, price, and profit are 
determined in the long run. 

• Exit/Entry 

• Long run equilibrium 

• Efficiencies; p=min ATC; p=mc 

Read:   Mankiw, Principles of Economics: 
• Chapter 15 
• Chapter 16   
• Chapter 17 

 
Essential Questions: 
 
1. How do firms apply the principles of marginal 

cost to determine how much to supply 
3. What decisions must firms must firms make in 

the short run and what criteria do they use for 
short run decisions? 

4. What decisions must firms make in the long 
run and what criteria would they use to make 
long run decisions? 

5. What conditions comprise the pure 
competition model? 

6. How do firms in competitive markets make 
short run and long run decisions? 

7. How do short run and long run equilibrium 
differ in competitive markets? 

8. In what ways do competitive markets foster 
allocative and technical efficiency? 

 
Sample Activities 

• Morton, Unit III 
 
Sample AP Economics Test Question 
 
• 2003, using side by side graphs of 

industry and firm with SR excessive 
profits, show price and output and 
shade economic profits; show long 
run industry firm adjustments 

• 1991, how a competitive firm 
determines output and what happens 
when variable cost increases 

 

 



 

AP Outline Specific Learning Tasks Sample Problems  
side-by-side graphs 

4. illustrate areas of losses/profits 

 

 

AP Outline Specific Learning Tasks Sample Problems  
9. Monopoly 

a. Sources of market power 
b. Profit maximization 
c. Inefficiency of monopoly 
d. Price discrimination 

 

Mathematical/Graphical Skills 

• Graph and illustrate a profit maximizing 
output and price for a monopolist  

• Graph and illustrate a short run loss for 
monopolist.  

• Show how demand, total revenue and 
marginal revenue are related for a typical 
monopolist. 

• Graph a natural monopoly and show the 
affects of government regulation 
(average cost pricing and marginal cost 
pricing) 

• Graph how a monopolist can discriminate 
in the final sale of its product 

 
Chief Reader Formative Signals:  
 

1. explain why marginal revenue curve 
lies below the demand curve 

2. explain difference between marginal 
revenue for competition and marginal 
revenue for a monopoly 

3. know and distinguish between 
allocative efficiency (p=mc) and 

1. Explain how monopoly arises and distinguish 
between single-price monopoly and price-
discriminating monopoly. 

• Features/definition 

• Barriers to entry 

• Natural monopoly 

• Price & output strategies 

2. Explain how a single-price monopoly 
determines its output and price. 

• Short run determination of output and 
price and profits 

• Marginal revenue and elasticity 

3. Compare the performance of single-price 
monopoly with that of perfect competition. 

• Output and price comparisons 

• Efficiency comparisons 

• Deadweight loss 

4. Explain how price discrimination increases 
profit. 

Read:  Mankiw, Principles of Economics: 
• Chapter 15 

Essential Questions 
 
1. What conditions comprise the model of pure 

monopoly? 
2. How does a monopolist determine price and 

output? 
3. What forces prevent a monopolist from 

charging any price it wants? 
4. How does market power enable a monopoly 

to increase revenues through price 
discrimination? 

5. In what ways do monopoly markets create 
allocative and technical inefficiencies? 

6. How does a perfect competition model 
compare with that of a monopolist model in 
terms of output, price, profits, and efficiency? 

 
Sample Activities 

• Morton, Unit III 

 
Sample AP Economics Test Question 
 
• 2003,  draw monopoly graph showing 

price, output and profits; distinguish 
between MR and D of monopoly; indicate 

 



 

AP Outline Specific Learning Tasks Sample Problems  
technological (productive) efficiency 
(p= min ATC) and why monopoly is 
inefficient 

4. compare and contrast efficiencies 
between monopoly and competition 
models 

 

• Price discrimination 

5. Explain how monopoly regulation influences 
output, price, economic profit, and efficiency. 

• Average cost pricing 

• Marginal cost pricing 

consumer surplus and deadweight loss 
• 2003B , using graphs, compare and 

contrast short run profits of perfect 
competition with that of a monopoly 
including the relationship between price 
and marginal revenue and economic 
profits in the long run; show and explain 
deadweight loss. 

 

 



 

 

AP Outline Specific Learning Tasks Sample Problems  
10. Oligopoly 

a. Interdependence, collusion, and 
cartels 

b. Game theory and strategic behavior 
11. Monopolistic competition 

a. Product differentiation and role of 
advertising 

b. Profit maximization 
c. Short run and long-run equilibrium 
d. Excess capacity and inefficiency 

 

Mathematical/Graphical Skills 
• Graph and explain the monopolistic 

competition 
• Graph and explain the price and output in the 

case of oligopoly 
• Graph and explain the regulation of a 

monopolist 
• Create game theory matrixes to explain Nash 

equilibrium 

• Use side by side graphs to illustrate 
comparisons and contrast of monopolistic 
competition with pure monopoly and/or pure 
competition. 

1. Describe and identify oligopoly and explain 
how it arises. 

• Definition/features of 

2. Explore the range of possible price and 
quantity outcomes and describe the dilemma 
faced by firms in oligopoly. 

• Monopoly outcomes 

• Duopolies 

3. Use game theory to explain how price and 
quantity are determined in oligopoly. 

• Game theory 

• Nash equilibrium 

• Prisoner's dilemma 

• Payoff matrix 

• Dominant strategies 

• Repeated games 

4. Describe and identify monopolistic 
competition. 

• Definition/features of 

• Product differentiation 

• Four firm concentration ratio 

• Herfindahl-Hirschman Index 

5. Explain how a firm in monopolistic competition 
determines its output and price in the short 
run and the long run 

Read:   Mankiw, Principles of Economics: 
• Chapter 16 
• Chapter 17 
 

 
Essential Questions: 
 
1. What does the model of monopolistic 

competition have in common with the models 
of pure competition and pure monopoly? 

2. How does monopolistic competition affect 
efficiency? 

3. What does the model of oligopoly have in 
common with the models of pure competition 
and pure monopoly? 

4. How does oligopoly affect efficiency? 
5. What is game theory and how does it predict 

consequences? 
 
Sample Activities 

• Morton, Unit III 
 
Sample AP Economics Test Question 
 
2004,  Analysis of output and pricing in 
monopolistic competitive firm in long run 
equilibrium; Analyzes effects of entry and fixed 
cost increase 

 



 

AP Outline Specific Learning Tasks Sample Problems  

• Demand and marginal revenue curves 

• Output and price rule 

• Long run equilibrium 

• Efficiency 

• Excess capacity 

6. Explain why advertising costs are high and 
why firms use brand names in monopolistic 
competition. 

• Advertising; effects of 

 

 



 

 

AP Outline Specific Learning Tasks Sample Problems  
III. Factor Markets (10-18%) 

A. Derived factor demand 
B. Marginal revenue product 
C. Labor market and firms’ hiring of labor 
D. Market distribution of income 

 

Mathematical/Graphical Skills 
• Graph and explain the demand and supply of 

a resource  
• Graph how equilibrium wage rates are 

determined in a competitive and in an 
imperfect market (monopsony) 

• Graph the affects of minimum wage laws or 
where unions have negotiated wage rates 
above equilibrium price. 

• Graph rent and interest rates and explain how 
equilibrium rates are achieved 

1. Describe composition of the markets for labor, 
capital, and land. 

• Factors of production, definition 

• Entrepreneurship 

• Human capital 

• Labor markets 

• Financial capital/markets 

2. Explain how the value of marginal product 
determines the demand for a factor of 
production. 

• Derived demand 

• Marginal revenue product 

• Value of marginal revenue product 

• Demand curve for labor for a single firm 

• Profit maximization and hiring rule 

3. Explain how wage rates and employment are 
determined. 

• Supply of labor 

• Demand for labor for market 

• Labor market equilibrium 

4. Explain how interest rates, borrowing, and 
lending are determined. 

• Demand for financial capital 

Read:  Mankiw, Principles of Economics: 
  

• Chapter 18 
• Chapter 19 
• Chapter 20 

 
 
Essential Questions: 
 
1. How do principles of choice apply to the 

decision buy resources? 
2. What factors affect demand and supply of 

resources? 
3. Why do the conditions of competition in 

resource markets promote allocative 
efficiency?   

4. What factors promote efficiency of resources? 
5. In what ways do markets for capital resources 

differ from markets of other resources? 
6. How do interest rates affect demand for 

capital resources? 
 
Sample Activities 

• Morton, Unit IV 
 
 
Sample AP Economics Test Question 
 
• 2003B, given a production function 

table, determine number of workers 
hired using marginal analysis.  Show 
and explain how a wage rate 
increase and an increase in the price 
of the product changes profits, 
number of people hired 

 

 

 



 

AP Outline Specific Learning Tasks Sample Problems  

• Supply of financial capital 

• Loanable funds market 

• Interest rate determination and interest 
rate fluctuations 

5. Explain how rents and natural resource prices 
are determined 

• Demand for land 

• Supply of land 

• Economist conception of rent 

6. Describe the inequality in income and wealth 
in the United States and explain why wealth 
inequality is greater than income inequality. 

• Inequality in the U.S. 

• Median incomes 

• Lorenz curve 

• Wealth and income distribution 

• Poverty 

7. Explain how economic inequality arises 

• Demand for skilled labor 

• Demand for low skilled labor 

• Supply of labor 

• Discrimination 

• Sex and race earning differentials 

 



 

AP Outline Specific Learning Tasks Sample Problems  

8. Explain the effects of taxes, Social Security, 
and welfare programs on economic inequality 

• Income redistribution 

• Taxation policies 

• Income maintenance programs 

 

 



 

 

AP Outline Specific Learning Tasks Sample Problems  
IV. Efficiency, equity and the role of 
government (12-18%) 
1. Externalities 

a. Marginal social benefit and marginal 
social cost 

b. Positive externalities 
c. Negative externalities 
d. Remedies 

2. Public goods 
a. Public versus private goods 
b. Provision of public goods 

3. Public policy to promote competition 
a. Antitrust policy 
b. Regulation 

4. Income Distribution 
a. Equity 
b. Sources of income inequality 

Mathematical/Graphical Skills 
Graph a negative and positive spillover affect 

(externalizes) 
Illustrate a graphical analyses of pollution or other 

externalities (private cost v. social cost 

Read and interpret Lorenz curves 

Read and interpret Gini coefficients 

 
Chief Reader Formative Signal: 
 

1. illustrate, differentiate and explain 
private cost with total social cost 

2. understand relationships between 
negative externalities and marginal 
social cost vs. marginal private cost 
and the impacts on price and output 

 

1. Explain why negative externalities lead to 
inefficient overproduction and how property 
rights, pollution charges, or taxes can achieve 
a more efficient outcome. 

• Externalities 

• Private cost vs. social cost 

• External cost 

• Marginal social costs 

• Marginal benefits vs. marginal social costs 

• Coarse theorem 

• Property rights 

• Government actions with external costs 

• Taxation 

• Marketable permits 

 

2. Explain why positive externalities lead to 
inefficient underproduction and how public 
provision, subsidies, vouchers, and patents 
can achieve a more efficient outcome 

• Marginal benefit vs. private benefit 

• External benefits 

• Marginal social benefit 

• Deadweight loss 

Read:  Mankiw 
• Chapter 10 
• Chapter 11 
• Chapter 12 

 
Essential Questions: 
 
1. Why does government intervene in the 

economy? 
2. How do taxes affect efficiency and equity? 
3. What is the free rider problem?  
4. Why do market decision makers face 

inappropriate incentives when an externality 
is present? 

 
Sample Activities 

• Morton, Unit V 
 
 
Sample AP Economics Test Question 
 
• 2002, explains the efficient output 

and price with negative and positive 
externalities; provides corrective 
actions (taxes and/or subsidies) for 
market failures 

 
• 2006, analysis of MSC vs. MPC and 

MSB = MSC within a basic supply 
and demand analysis.   

 

 



 

AP Outline Specific Learning Tasks Sample Problems  

• Government actions with positive external 
benefits 

• Public provisions 

• Subsidies/vouchers 

3. Distinguish among private goods, public goods, 
and common resources. 

• Excludable goods 

• Rival goods 

• Private goods 

• Public goods 

• Common resources 

4. Explain the free-rider problem and how public 
provision can help t overcome that problem. 

• Free-rider problem 

• Efficient quantity of public goods 

• Demand for public goods 

 

5. Explain the problem of the commons and 
review the possible solutions to that problem. 

• Commons, problems and efficient use 

6. Explain the effects of regulation of natural 
monopoly and oligopoly. 

• Regulation 

• Regulation process 

 



 

AP Outline Specific Learning Tasks Sample Problems  

• Public interest theory 

• Natural monopoly, marginal cost pricing, 
average cost pricing 

• Cartel regulation 

7. Describe U.S. antitrust law and explain three 
antitrust policy debates. 

• Anti-trust laws 

• Recent cases 

• Predatory pricing 

• Merger rules 
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